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From the Editor
I’ve heard it said, “The older you get, the faster time goes by.” I don’t know who said it
and, of course, it’s not true. Time passes at the same rate, no matter how old we are.
But it sure does seem true, doesn’t it? I know, for me, every year seems to pass so
fast it leaves a breeze on my face. Then, I remember my plans from January and,
well, it goes downhill from there!
I’ve tried so many things to keep
myself on schedule in order to
meet all the obligations in my life,
as well as the grandkids’ birthdays,
and still get a few things for myself.
There are numerous softwares,
apps and websites available to help
a person do this; many of them free
Karen Gass
or for a small charge. I’ve
purchased forms that go into
binders to keep track of activities. I’ve even paid for programs
that come with their own pretty binder and the insides, along
with a few cute accessories. I really love office supplies and
organizational items, so anything that comes with cute pencils
is a no-brainer for me.
However, as wonderful as all those things are - none of them have worked for me. Oh, there are numerous
reasons; sometimes, I can’t figure out the software or I don’t have time to learn it. The worst reason of all is that I
forget to use it. Sigh.
The other day at the grocery store, I was window shopping the office supply aisle when I noticed a very simple
book; a calendar/planner I guess it would be called. Nice big squares for each day on the calendar page and
additional big rectangles right after that for the planner part of it. It just has four sections; planning, contacts,
resources and notes. It was $6. I bought it.
I realize you are wondering, Resources? What are those? I think it was pretty clever. It’s a place to list your
usernames and passwords! And, yes, I know you’re not supposed to write them down, but who can keep track of
all the passwords we need for all the different places we go online? Especially the ones for the bank, which are
supposed to be made up of all different characters. I simply can’t remember all of them. I filled it out in pencil,
because we are supposed to change them regularly.
I’m thinking this simple little book may be the answer to all my problems. Well, not all of them, but at least I’ll be
on time for them. I’m really looking forward to seeing how this little book works for me this next year. What do you
do to keep yourself organized and on time?
I know a lot of people who will be very thankful when I start getting things done ahead of time!
Happy October!!
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Our Commitment to Our Readers and to Quality
Here, at The Quilt Pattern Magazine, we are committed to bringing you top-quality patterns that you can
depend upon. Our designers are required to have completed their original quilts and to have their patterns
tested before submitting them to us. Our team of editors (who are all quilters, too!) then format the patterns
(retaining national spellings) and send them out for testing again. Our testers follow the directions from
beginning to end, making the entire top (not just a few blocks), including multiple sizes when necessary, to
ensure that the materials list, directions, illustrations, and templates, are all accurate.
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Common abbreviations:
PDF

Templates

Patterns with this symbol have printable
templates in this month’s PDF Templates file.

Definitions of skill levels:
A beginner must have basic sewing knowledge
and have made at least one quilt. We will assume
that you know how to use a rotary cutter and can
understand and sew with proper seam allowances.

Skill Level
Intermediate

A beginner/intermediate quilter has more than basic quilting skills
and the beginning of intermediate skills.
An intermediate quilter must have made several quilts in either
pieced or appliqué styles.
An intermediate/advanced quilter has more than intermediate
quilting skills and the beginning of advanced skills.
An advanced quilter will have made many complex quilts.

BA: Baltimore Album
BOM: Block Of The Month
COC: Cream On Cream
EPP: English Paper Piecing
FPA: Freezer Paper Appliqué
FQ: Fat Quarter
HST: Half Square Triangle
LOF: Length Of Fabric
NS: No Steam
OG: On Grain
OTB: On The Bias
PWF: PreWashed Fabric
QST: Quarter Square Triangle
RST: Right Sides Together
SST: Side Setting Triangle
UFO: UnFinished Object
WIP: Works In Progress
WOF: Width Of Fabric
(from selvage to selvage)
WOW: White On White
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Quilter By Night Designs
www.QuilterByNight.com

Easy E-Reader Case
Sizes to fit most popular
E-Readers and Tablets
including the iPad, iPad 2,
Nook™, Nook Color™,
Kindle™ Wi-Fi,
Kindle™ 3G, and
many others.

Browse our website for Southwestern, Country,
and a unique variety of unusual patterns.
www.quiltersfun.com
For hints and free patterns visit
www.quiltersfun-joan.blogspot.com

Quilted outer layer and
ultrafirm stabilizer provide
excellent protection.
Handy carrying strap and
charger case
instructions included.

PURRFECT SPOTS
Unique Quilts and Needlework

www.purrfectspots.com
&
www.purrfectspots.blogspot.com

For more unique, useful projects, including totes,
placemats, and baskets, that promote the art of
quilting, visit www.QuilterByNight.com.

Knowing how to make a quilt and knowing how to write a quilt
pattern are 2 entirely different things. Having knowledge of good
design principles and color values are useless when it comes to
actually writing the pattern for someone else to use.
But, this is a skill you can learn, just like you learned to quilt and
learned to design. I will show you how to prepare a model of a quilt
pattern that you can use every time you have a new quilt pattern.
Just plug in the different numbers.

Click here to purchase the eBook.

THE Online Place to Buy and Sell Quilts
Made by Canadian and U.S. Quilters
Visit us at http://www.quiltsforsale.ca
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